Aerial manoeuvrability in wingless gliding ants (Cephalotes atratus)
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In contrast to the patagial membranes of gliding vertebrates, the aerodynamic surfaces used by falling wingless ants to direct their aerial descent are unknown. We conducted ablation experiments to assess the relative contributions of the hindlegs, midlegs and gaster to gliding success in workers of the Neotropical arboreal ant Cephalotes atratus (Hymenoptera: Formicidae). Removal of hindlegs significantly reduced the success rate of directed aerial descent as well as the glide index for successful flights. Removal of the gaster alone did not significantly alter performance relative to controls. Equilibrium glide angles during successful targeting to vertical columns were statistically equivalent between control ants and ants with either the gaster or the hindlegs removed. High-speed video recordings suggested possible use of bilaterally asymmetric motions of the hindlegs to effect body rotations about the vertical axis during targeting manoeuvre. Overall, the control of gliding flight was remarkably robust to dramatic anatomical perturbations, suggesting effective control mechanisms in the face of adverse initial conditions (e.g. falling upside down), variable targeting decisions and turbulent wind gusts during flight.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The recently described phenomenon of directed aerial descent in some arboreal ants represents a highly specialized form of arthropod locomotion (Yanoviak et al. 2005). When dropped from the tree canopy, wingless worker ants first tumble downwards, effect a dorsoventral righting reflex and then glide at a steep angle towards and subsequently land upon the target tree trunk. These ants typically glide backwards, and use visual cues to target landing sites (Yanoviak & Dudley 2006). The behaviour characterizes multiple ant species and genera in both the Old and New World tropics (Yanoviak et al. 2005, 2008a), and enables avoidance of the ground by otherwise canopy-inhabiting species following either intentional canopy-inhabiting species following either intentional jumps or inadvertent falls (Haemig 1997; Longino & Colwell 1997; Yanoviak & Dudley 2006). From the perspective of ant ecology, such locomotor capacity may enhance colonization of angiosperm canopies and trophic diversification onto associated plant and insect exudates (Davidson et al. 2003; Wilson & Hölldobler 2005).

The manoeuvre used by arboreal ants to implement directed aerial descent are of double biomechanical interest given that backwards flight is otherwise undocumented in volant taxa, and that incipient aerial behaviours may precede the evolutionary acquisition of wings in insects (Yanoviak et al. 2009). In particular, the use of both axial and appendicular structures to carry out manoeuvre poses questions of aerodynamic control that are of more general interest to the origins of flapping flight within an arboreal context (Dudley et al. 2007). Although ants are highly derived within the Hymenoptera and cannot elucidate the phylogenetic origin of insect wings, the hindlegs of many canopy ants are relatively elongated (90–190% of body length, whereas midlegs for the same ants range 65–140% of body length; S. P. Yanoviak & M. Kaspari 2009, unpublished data), which in conjunction with flattened tarsi (electronic supplementary material, figure S1) may enhance the rotational moment arm associated with distally generated aerodynamic forces. In volant pterygotes, both abdominal and leg-initiated steering is well documented, but typically supplements control torques generated by the flapping wings (Dudley 2000).

Here, we use ablations of the hindlegs, midlegs, and gaster (i.e. the postpetiolar abdomen) to determine the influence of these structures on gliding performance in the ant species Cephalotes atratus, the principal taxon used in prior studies of this behaviour (Yanoviak et al. 2005; Yanoviak & Dudley 2006). We also assess consequences of leg and gaster ablation for body kinematics during equilibrium glides, and use high-speed video to describe hindleg orientations that may serve in steering of the body. Because removal of one or both hindlegs, or of midlegs, leaves at least four remaining functional legs, we hypothesized that gliding performance would be impaired but not fully eliminated given this anatomical deficit. By contrast, because of the large mass of the gaster and its substantial contributions to moments of inertia about each of the three orthogonal body axes, together
with its contribution to the aerodynamic profile, backwards gliding abilities might well be expected to disappear fully following gaster removal.

**2. MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Experiments were conducted on Barro Colorado Island (BCI), Panama (9.16°N, 79.85°W), in November 2005 and May 2007, and at the Amazon Conservatory for Tropical Studies (ACTS) field station 67 km northeast of Iquitos, Peru (3.25°S, 72.90°W), in June 2009 (see Leigh et al. 1982; Vásquez 1997; Madigosky & Vatnick 2000 for additional information about these sites). Worker *Cephalotes atratus* were collected from four separate colonies, and were dropped from four different trees (field drops) as well as outdoors from the BCI laboratory balcony (laboratory drops). All drop heights permitted clear views of ant trajectories and, with the exception of those from the balcony, exceeded 10 m. Ants were restrained individually within vials coated internally with fluon and then were dropped directly from 10 m. Ants were restrained individually within vials coated internally with fluon and then were dropped directly from those vials. For field drops, individuals were visually tracked during falling to determine whether they landed either on the tree trunk or on the ground. Ants for which the glide outcome could not be determined (e.g. the landing point was outside the observer’s field of view) were excluded from subsequent analysis. As in previous studies of this behaviour (Yanoviak et al. 2005; Yanoviak & Dudley 2006) the number of such ‘lost’ ants was less than 5 per cent of the total and was evenly distributed among treatments. Ants were dropped at different lateral distances from the circumference of the nominally vertical trunk axis (mean: 1.3 m; range: 0.8–1.7 m). Vertical distances travelled during a successful glide were either measured with a laser distance meter or visually estimated from a string suspended immediately adjacent to the trunk and marked with flagging at 0.5 m intervals (Yanoviak et al. 2005). A glide index was calculated as the ratio of the net horizontal to net vertical distance transited for each ant that successfully landed on the tree trunk. All drop tests were conducted under near windless conditions, as assessed visually via conspicuous movement of vegetation.

In field drops, either the gaster, one hindleg, both hindlegs, both midlegs or the gaster and both hindlegs were removed by pinching the coxa–trochanter junction or the postpetiole–gaster junction, respectively, with fine forceps (figure 1). The ant was then dropped within 1 min of the ablation. Unmanipulated ants and those missing their hindlegs survive within vials for more than 24 h (yanoviak et al. 2005, 2009). A glide index was calculated for control drops of *C. atratus* workers (Ctrl) and for five experimental manipulations: missing gaster (−G), missing both midlegs (−2ML), missing both hindlegs (−2HL), missing one hindleg (−1HL) or missing gaster and hindlegs (−G and 2HL). Sample sizes in (a) from left to right: 95, 37, 40, 26, 52 and 46 individual ants. Horizontal lines in (a) indicate a lack of significant difference among means. Numbers superimposed on bars in (b) indicate total number of dropped ants. * = treatment success rate differs from control (G > 12.1, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001).

In laboratory drops, equilibrium glides of ants during directed aerial descent were filmed using a tripod-mounted consumer video camera (Canon ZR10; 30 frames s⁻¹) mounted such that the optical axis was parallel to the targeting surface and perpendicular to the predicted glide trajectory (Yanoviak et al. 2005). Individual ants were dropped at a height of approximately 8 m in front of a vertically aligned white fabric column (width 36 cm); the final 3 m of descent were filmed for ants that successfully landed on the column. Video editing software (NIH ImageJ) was used to obtain positional coordinates of the moving ant centroid as a function of time. Equilibrium gliding was defined as an interval during which instantaneous estimates of translational velocity (calculated using the program Quicksand; Walker 1998) varied by no more than 5 per cent of the mean value over the time period in question. Glide angle was estimated from the slope of a linear regression of positional coordinates for the same film sequence. Equilibrium glide velocities and angles were obtained for a total of five ants missing both of their hindlegs and seven ants missing their gaster; initial body masses of these two samples did
3. RESULTS

In field drops, unmanipulated ants were highly successful in landing on their target tree trunk (approx. 91%), and this success rate did not change significantly following gaster ablation (figure 1). (When ‘lost’ ants were conservatively included in the dataset as ground landings, the overall success rate was 87 per cent, but the general statistical results were unchanged.) Any manipulation involving either the midlegs or hindlegs significantly reduced both the success rate of directed aerial descent and the glide index for successful glides ($F_{5,290} = 14.05$, $p < 0.001$; figure 1). Glide index decreased with increasing body size for the hindleg removal treatment ($F_{1,24} = 4.34$, $p = 0.048$), but not for the controls or other treatments ($p > 0.10$ in all cases). Average body size for all dropped ants did not differ among treatments ($F_{3,456} = 0.19$, $p = 0.97$).

Whereas gaster removal is fatal and unlikely under most natural circumstances (but see Yanoviak et al. (2008b)), $C. atratus$ workers do exhibit partial or complete appendicular ablations in nature. Approximately 4 per cent of 250 $C. atratus$ workers surveyed at ACTS were missing all or part of an appendage, 89 per cent of which were either the hindlegs or midlegs.

In laboratory drops, equilibrium glide angles did not differ between controls and either ants with no gaster or those with both hindlegs ablated, but glide velocities were significantly lower in individuals with no gaster, a result consistent with their much reduced body mass (table 1). High-speed videos of targeting manoeuvre in four individual ants revealed substantial body rotations in yaw with only small within-sequence variation in the horizontally projected body length (maximally 8.5–17.6%) derived from changes in body angle (i.e. foreshortening; see figure 2 and table 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Each of the four ants also demonstrated a systematic decline in projected body length during the manoeuvre (consistent with downwards translation away from the camera and concomitantly reduced apparent length), but the magnitude of this reduction as averaged over the sequence via linear regression was always less than 7 per cent (range: 1.9–6.5%). These rotational manoeuvre occurred in less than 200 ms (table 2), with rotational velocities in yaw (averaged over the entire manoeuvre) on the order of hundreds of degrees per second (range: 187–714° s$^{-1}$).

In all four analysed laboratory drop sequences, the projected angle of the right leg relative to the longitudinal body axis was significantly greater than that of the left leg (paired t-test, $p < 0.001$ in each case) as the ant rotated to its right towards the target column (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). We also qualitatively observed landing manoeuvre in some video sequences whereby ants appeared to roll immediately prior to impact, and also to pitch substantially nose-down such that all six legs contacted the substrate nearly simultaneously. Substantial impact forces and opposing recoil of the ant’s body were also evident. During field drops,
ants occasionally would bounce off a tree trunk in a landing attempt, and then fall further prior to resuming directed gliding and successfully landing on the same trunk.

For the 21 measured C. atratus workers, gaster mass averaged 24.7 per cent of total body mass, and the mass of the hindleg pair averaged 9.8 per cent of body mass. Gaster length for the same sample averaged 37.7 per cent of total body length, whereas hindleg length averaged 92.5 per cent of body length. Relative lengths of the mid- and forelegs were substantially smaller, averaging 76.2 and 58.3 per cent of body length, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of directed aerial descent in ants involves an initial jump or fall, aerial dorsoventral righting if necessary, targeting of and translation to a tree trunk, and finally a landing manoeuvre. Various abiotic and biotic factors may motivate the initiation of aerial descent. Strong storms and heavy rains of the rainforest can displace ant workers while foraging at leaves and flowers. Attacks by predators, including various birds (e.g. woodcreepers), arboreal lizards and mammals can induce jumping in arboreal ants, as may either looming objects or alarm pheromones (Weber 1957; Yanoviak & Dudley 2006). Initial body orientation may be at arbitrary angles relative to vertical during the initial stages of falling, and aerial righting is routinely observed in the field. Following this behaviour and further acceleration under gravity, the ant initiates targeting through body rotation in yaw towards the target column, and the horizontally projected angles between the longitudinal body axis and the left and right legs (filled triangle, $\theta_{\text{left}}$; open triangle, $\theta_{\text{right}}$) for ant no. 66.

[Figure 2. Normalized body length as projected horizontally (filled circle, $L$), longitudinal body orientation (open circle, $\gamma$) during rotation in yaw towards target column, and the horizontally projected angles between the longitudinal body axis and the left and right legs (filled triangle, $\theta_{\text{left}}$; open triangle, $\theta_{\text{right}}$) for ant no. 66.]

Table 2. Ant identity code (ID), overall change in body orientation ($\gamma$) during rotation in yaw towards the target column over time interval $\Delta t$, and the mean values (range) for the horizontally projected angles between the longitudinal body axis and the left and right legs ($\theta_{\text{left}}$ and $\theta_{\text{right}}$, respectively). See text for statistical results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ant</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>$\Delta \gamma$ ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>$\Delta t$ (s)</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{left}}$ ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{right}}$ ($^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>29.4 (25.9–33.2)</td>
<td>35.3 (25.4–39.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>26.2 (23.4–31.8)</td>
<td>31.7 (28.3–37.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>119.9</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>28.2 (18.6–36.5)</td>
<td>48.7 (41.7–56.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>35.3 (25.8–46.3)</td>
<td>41.3 (27.9–49.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In aggregate, these tasks are remarkably insensitive to structural deficits. The removal of the gaster impairs neither success rate of gliding nor the glide index for successful glides to a tree trunk. Similarly, ants missing either their gaster or one or both hindlegs exhibit equilibrium glide angles similar to those for unmanipulated ants (approx. 75$^\circ$; Yanoviak et al. 2005). Gaster removal involves a considerable reduction in total mass (approx. 25%) and substantial changes in the relative position of centre of body mass along the anteroposterior axis. Aerodynamic torques about the body axis will correspondingly be altered, mandating active compensatory pitching moments if stable gliding is to be attained. By contrast, removal of the hindlegs, either by themselves or in concert with gaster ablation, clearly compromises flight performance: success rates drop by a factor of two, and the glide index for successful glides is substantially reduced.

Part of this reduction may derive from a decreased ability to engage in aerial righting during the initial period of falling and accelerating to an equilibrium velocity. Although the hindlegs constitute only a small percentage of total body mass, their substantial length (relative to the other leg pairs and to the body), in combination with dorso-lateral deployment and backwards translation of the body, provides effective steering surfaces.

The observed changes in projected angles between the hindlegs and the body axis can be interpreted in two ways that are not mutually exclusive. If, during a turn, the ants change the angle of their body axis in both roll and yaw, such a movement would result in the observed changes in projected leg angles; for dorsolaterally extended appendages, a roll to the right will result in the projected angle increasing for the right hindleg and decreasing for the left. Alternatively, if the ants turn only in yaw, then the observed asymmetries in projected leg angles would be qualitatively consistent with their use as a control surface for manoeuvre. As characterizes appendicular steering in insect flight generally (reviewed in Dudley 2000), increased lateral displacement of one appendage would yield increased aerodynamic drag on the same side of the body. Given the high relative length of the hindlegs in C. atratus, associated torque could then rotate the body in the same direction. The hindlegs are also elevated dorsally relative to the longitudinal body axis, and given the possibility of aerodynamic interaction between ipsilateral legs, it is not possible to exclude additional mechanisms of directional control. For example, as in winged insects (e.g. Nolen & Hoy 1984; Rowell 1989), asymmetric positioning of the abdomen and legs also influences aerodynamic torque production. Only three-dimensional analysis of manoeuvring ants can assess the relative importance of the legs, abdomen, and even
possibly head motions during steering. Both large-amplitude body rotations and small-scale trajectory corrections during glides in turbulent air would, however, be necessary to effect the sophisticated course control seen in these ants.

Substantial numbers of ants are known to fall from the tropical forest canopy to the ground (Haemig 1997; Longino & Colwell 1997). Damage is unlikely for such small insects, and indirect advantages to directed aerial descent must otherwise be sought. Vertical stratification of ant species in tropical rainforests is pronounced, with little or no overlap between taxa nesting in the canopy and those on the ground (Yanoviak & Kaspari 2000). As a consequence, ants that drop vertically from the canopy, either intentionally or inadvertently, are confronted with a novel biotic environment upon landing. Once on the ground, the chance that these individuals will find their host tree while successfully evading heterospecific ants or other predators is low (Yanoviak 2010). Given its high success rate, the behaviour of directed aerial descent increases dramatically the chance that falling individuals are not lost to the colony. As in other arboreal ants, the nests of C. atratus are typically located within major tree branches, and workers rarely forage on the ground in forest settings. Successful glides to the main tree trunk or branches may be frequent in this species, although sampling of the interspecific intensity of ant fallout at different heights in the forest would be necessary to establish the ecological frequency of inadvertent or intentional falling.

Alternative methods of directed aerial descent can be identified in canopy ants and other arboreal arthropods. Individuals of at least one genus of ants (Camponotus) glide to tree trunks headfirst in both West African and Neotropical rainforests (Yanoviak 2010), as do arboreal apertygote archaeognathans that are ancestral to the winged insects. In this latter case, caudal filaments to the main tree trunk or branches may be frequent in this species, although sampling of the interspecific intensity of ant fallout at different heights in the forest would be necessary to establish the ecological frequency of inadvertent or intentional falling.

A diversity of aerial behaviours thus characterizes certain arboreal arthropods, and selection for effectively remaining within the canopy habitat is probably strong. These selective pressures may also have motivated antecedents to flapping flight in what are now fully volant lineages (Dudley et al. 2007). For example, directed aerial descent in the ancestrally wingless archaeognathans suggests that insects engaged in controlled aerial behaviours prior to the origin of wings (Yanoviak et al. 2009). The evolution of gliding and directed descent can thus be biomechanically and conceptually decoupled from the otherwise important (and, for insects, unresolved) anatomical question of wing origins. Flight in the sense of aerial manoeuvre and steep glides may be widespread among arboreal animals (both vertebrate and arthropod), and both their taxonomic diversity and associated aerodynamic mechanisms merit further investigation.
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